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Abstract

Most prior work on specification-based testing of con-
current programs have postulated an equivalence relation
between specifications and programs. However, the equiv-
alence relation, which requires a specification and a pro-
gram to encompass the same set of synchronization se-
quences, is not well-suited for testing concurrent programs
against partial and nondeterministic specifications. In this
paper, we present a new specification-based approach to
testing concurrent programs againist Message Sequence
Charts(MSCs) with partial and nondeterministic seman-
tics. New conformance relations, named behavioral confor-
mance and nondeterminacy conformance, are defined and
the details of the proposed testing methodology based on the
conformance relations are given. The effectiveness of our
testing approach is investigated using a telephone switching
system example.

1. Introduction

Specification-based testing of concurrent programs in-
vestigates whether an implementation conforms to its speci-
fication. Specifications for concurrent programs include the
sequencing constraints among synchronization events that
have to be satisfied during program execution[4, 11]. In the
testing phase, the synchronization sequences exercised by
program execution, so-called feasible sequences, are exam-

ined against the sequencing constraints included in the given
specification. When a synchronization sequence complies
with the given sequencing constraints, it is called a valid
sequence.

The overall process of specification-based concurrent
program testing is mainly affected by the completeness of
the given specification. A complete specification designates
a behavior for every possible input and input sequence[8],
meaning that we can induce all valid sequences from a com-
plete specification. Most previous work on specification-
based concurrent program testing assumes that specifica-
tions are complete[3, 4]. They try to show the equivalence
relations between specifications and programs by assuring
that all valid sequences are feasible as well as that all feasible
sequences are valid.

There are, however, two obstacles to applying traditional
testing methods based on equivalence relations between
specifications and programs. First, it is usual in practice
where only a partial specification is available for the testing
purpose. Behavioral specifications written in finite state ma-
chines, Petri nets, Z, etc. often omit some system behaviors
for exceptional or rare inputs. When partial specifications
are employed for concurrent program testing, we are unable
to mark a feasible sequence as invalid because it is impossi-
ble to induce all valid sequences from a partial specification.

Moreover, specification languages for concurrent pro-
grams usually have partial order semantics for describing
sequencing constraints among synchronization events. Pre-
vious testing frameworks, based on the equivalence rela-



tion, require that all totally ordered sequences induced from
a partially ordered set be observed during program execu-
tion. One major problem with this approach is that only
a subset of totally ordered sequences may be realized in
the corresponding implementation according to the design
decision. In this case, a target program still meets its speci-
fication although the feasibility of all valid sequences is not
satisfied.

Message Sequence Chart(MSC) is a good means of de-
cribing the (selected) behaviour of concurrent/distributed
programs. It is a typical specification language to sup-
port partial and nondeterministic specifications. The system
specification written in MSC is partial in the sense that it
is almost impossible to show all possible system behaviors
with a collection of MSC specifications. And it is also non-
deterministic since each MSC specification employs partial
order relations to specify a system behavior.

In this paper, we present a new specification-
based approach to testing concurrent programs against
MSCs(Message Sequence Charts), where MSCs are re-
garded as a suite of sequencing constraints to restrict the
execution behaviour of a concurrent program. To cope with
the partial and nondeterministic characteristics of MSCs,
we first define new conformance relations, called behavioral
conformance and nondeterminacy conformance,which have
to be preserved between concurrent programs and specifi-
cations with partial and nondeterministic specifications.

Based on these relations, we suggest a testing framework
which supports the module-level testing of concurrent pro-
grams using Message Sequence Charts specifications. After
extracting the sequencing constraints from an MSC speci-
fication, a state machine-like test driver is constructed for
the module under test. Behavioral conformance and nonde-
terminacy conformance between the module and the MSC
specification can be determined by executing the module
together with the test driver in a nondeterministic and deter-
ministic manner, respectively. The effectiveness of our test-
ing environment is investigated using a telephone switching
system example.

2. Brief Overview of MSCs

MSC provides a graphical means of visualizing se-
lected system runs in distributed systems such as telecom-
munications systems. It has been standardized by the
ITU(International Telecommunication Union) which main-
tains MSC recommendation Z.120[13]. Even before the
approval of the MSC recommendation, it has been used for
a long time to specify system requirements, often in com-
bination with SDL[14]. One major reason for popularity
of MSCs lies in their clear graphical layout that gives an
intuitive understanding of partial system behavior.

MSCs mainly concentrate on showing the interchange of

messages among system components and their environment.
In this paper, we assume that system components refer to
tasks, while they can be modeled by various constructs such
as services, processes, and blocks in SDL. The main features
of MSCs can be illustrated in terms of basic language ele-
ments and structural language elements. The basic language
elements of MSCs include the constructs that are necessary
to specify communications and local actions, whereas the
structural elements include constructs that can be used to
show the hierarchical refinement relations among MSCs.

Figure 1 shows an example of MSC usage. This exam-
ple describes a phone conversation scenario using most of
the basic primitives of standard MSC. There are seven task
instances: caller, line a, alloc a, region, trunk, alloc b and
line b each of which is depicted as a vertical line. A hexagon
crossing over a task instance represents a condition to be sat-
isfied by the instance during execution. For example, the
task line a must be in the idle state at the beginning of the
phone conversation scenario. Of course, shared conditions
are represented by hexagons crossing over two or more tasks
such as conversationand end conversation. A horizontal ar-
row means a communication via passing a message between
two task instances. Figure 11 shows that a phone conver-
sation scenario begins with a pass of an off hook message
from a caller task to a line a task. Finally, there is a core-
gion that is depicted by a dotted vertical line. Events in a
coregion are not ordered while events in a task instance are
totally ordered along the vertical line. For example, a task
line a cannot send an occupied message until receiving an
off hook message, while a task trunk can send a free tone
message before sending a ringing message and vice versa.

3. Conformance Relations for Partial and Non-
deterministic Specifications

Before proceeding, we will introduce a few notations
for specifying partial order relations. A binary relation is
said to be a partial ordering relation if it is reflexive, anti-
symmetric, and transitive. Set A, together with a partial
ordering relation R on A, is called a partially ordered set
and is denoted by (A,R). For each ordered pair (a,b) in R,
we write a R b instead of (a,b) 2 R. When two elements
a and b are unordered in R, i.e. (a,b) 62 R and (b,a) 62 R,
it is denoted by a kR b. A partially ordered set (A,R)
can be transformed into an equivalent set of totally ordered
sequences by topological sorting algorithm. A sequence s
derived from a partially ordered set (A,R) is denoted by
(A,R) ` s. Precedence between two elements in a sequence

1Note that the MSC is annotated with integer vectors. These vectors
contribute to determining the causal relations among events in MSCs. How
to annotate MSCs with integer vectors and how to catch the causal relations
using the vectors are explained in the following sections.
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(9,18,3,5,16,5,8)
(9,18,4,5,16,5,8)

Figure 1. A Message Sequence Chart for Phone Conversation



s is denoted by�s notation. For example, if a sequence s =
(a,b,c,d), then a �s b, a �s c, b �s d, etc.

An event is identified by the task to which the event be-
longs, the type of action such as send, recv, and the name of
message. For example, the events “task t1 sends a message
m1” and “task t2 receives a message m2” are denoted by
t1-send(m1) and t2-recv(m2), respectively.

Definition 3.1 A system specification S is the collection
of MSC specifications, S = fM1, M2, : : :, Mng. An MSC
specification M is a partially ordered set s.t. M = (EM ;!M )
where EM is a set of events and !M is a partial ordering
relation on EM .

Valid sequences with respect to the MSC specification
M can be induced by sorting the elements of EM topologi-
cally, while feasible sequences with respect to the concurrent
program P are generated by execution of P [5, 9].

Definition 3.2 A set of all valid event sequences VS(M)
with respect to an MSC specification M is VS(M) = fvs jM`
vsg. Similarly, a set of all valid event sequences with respect
to a system specification S is VS(S) =

S
i=1;:::;nVS(Mi)

where S = fM1; : : : ;Mng.

Definition 3.3 A set of all event feasible sequnces FS(P)
with respect to a concurrent program P is FS(P) = ffs j fs
can be exercised by Pg.

Three kinds of basic relations can be defined between
specifications and programs based upon subsumption re-
lations between valid event sequences and feasible event
sequences.

� Synchronization Equivalence: The system specifica-
tion S is synchronization equivalent to the concurrent
program P if and only if VS(S) = FS(P).

� Synchronization Extension: The concurrent program
P is the synchronization extension of the system speci-
fication S if and only if VS(S) � FS(P).

� Synchronization Reduction: The concurrent program
P is the synchronization reduction of the system speci-
fication S if and only if FS(P) � VS(S).

The notion of synchronization equivalence is usually
used when a specification is complete. Concurrent pro-
gram testing based on synchronization equivalence requires
us to check that an implementation contains the same syn-
chronization event sequences as its specification. Several
problems can be encountered during this type of testing as
mentioned in Section 1.

In contrast, the synchronization extension relation is suit-
able to testing concurrent programs using partial specifica-
tions, because, when a partial specification is employed, a

program may have additional behaviors not designated in
the specification as well as specified behaviors. In this sit-
uation, we cannot determine the validity of some feasible
sequences if they cannot be induced from the given partial
specification. Such event sequences are marked as incon-
clusive.

We can consider two types of nondeterminacy in the
specification according to their intentions. One is in-
tended to be implemented into the program exactly as de-
scribed in the specification while the other is just intro-
duced for specification convenience. For example, con-
sider the two events in Figure 1: line a-send(on hook) and
line b-send(on hook). There is nondeterminacy between
them since line a-send(on hook) k line b-send(on hook). In
this case, the program must implement the nondeterminacy
since the caller can disconnect the phone call before the
callee does, and vice versa. This kind of nondeterminacy
is called obligatory nondeterminacy. In contrast, the two
nondeterministic events line a-recv(free tone) and line b-
recv(ringing) in Figure 1 have different intentions. It does
not matter whether the caller hears the free tone signal be-
fore the callee hears the ringing signal or vice versa. This
kind of optional nondeterminacy may be serialized by de-
sign decisions. In this regard, the synchronization reduction
relation is needed to test the concurrent programs with the
nondeterministic specifications.

Based on the notions of synchronization extension and
reduction, we can define two conformance relations, which
are devised for testing concurrent programs using partial and
nondeterministic specifications as follows:

Definition 3.4 The concurrent program P has behavioral
conformance to the system specification S, where S =
fM1; : : : ;Mng, if and only if 8i = 1; : : : ; n FS(P) \
VS(Mi) 6= ;.

Definition 3.5 The concurrent program P has nondetermi-
nacy conformance to the system specification S with re-
spect to a nondeterministic events pair (eki, ekj), where
S = fM1; : : : ;Mn g, Mk = (Ek, !k), eki; ekj 2 Ek and
ekik!k

ekj , if and only if 9sp; sq 2 FS(P) \ VS(Mk) s.t.
eki �sp ekj and ekj �sq eki. Similarly, the concurrent
program P has nondeterminacy conformance to the system
specification S if and only if P has nondeterminacy confor-
mance to S with respect to all obligatory nondeterministic
event pairs.

4. MSC-based Testing

In this section, we present a testing methodology that uses
both behavioral conformance and nondeterminacy confor-
mance relations to guide concurrent program testing. The
methodology consists of four steps: constraints elicitation,



test driver construction, nondeterministic testing, and deter-
ministic testing.

� Constraints elicitation: Events in MSC specifications
are ordered by logical time stamps. By comparing the
time stamps of two events, we can determine the se-
quencing constraints between them. Such sequencing
constraints are used as validity constraints that an im-
plementation has to satisfy.

� Test driver construction: For the module under test,
or MUT that may consist of one or more tasks, a test
driver is constructed from the sequencing constraints
obtained in the previous step. A test driver is a state
machine that interacts with the MUT during execution
by mimicking the behaviors of the tasks not included
in the MUT.

� Deterministic testing: The MUT is exercised by
controlled execution to check nondeterminacy con-
formance. The deterministic testing technique forces
a program to follow the given synchronization se-
quence with the given input data[10, 12]. We adapt
this technique to determine whether the MUT accom-
modates the obligatory nondeterminacy between two
events e1 and e2 with respect to the MSC specifica-
tion M, by forcing the MUT to exercise two synchro-
nization sequences s1 and s2 where M ` s1; s2 and
e1 �s1 e2 ^ e2 �s2 e1.

� Nondeterministic testing: The MUT is nondetermin-
istically executed together with the test driver for test-
ing behavioral conformance. The behavioral confor-
mance between the MUT and an MSC specification M,
is established if at least one synchronization sequence
s 2 VS(M) is exercised by the MUT. Since there may
be numerous synchronization sequences in VS(M), it
is time-consuming and costly to generate VS(M) and
execute its elements one-by-one using deterministic
testing technique. During repeated nondeterministic
execution of the concurrent program P , the event se-
quences exercised by P are collected and then scruti-
nized to determine whether they establish behavioral
conformance.

4.1. Constraints Elicitation

We adapt Fidge’s vector time stamping method[7] and
attach a logical time stamp to each event in the MSC spec-
ification to detect the precedence relations among events.
In this paper, we assume that the readers are familiar with
Fidge’s method. This step can be explained using five rules
according to the semantics of MSC constructs. Figure 1
shows the results of applying these rules to the MSC speci-
fication in Figure 1.

� Rule 1 : Initialization Rule
Initially, each task is given zero-time. That is, Ti =
(0; � � � ; 0), whereTi denotes the current time of task pi.
The dimension of Ti is the same as the number of tasks
included in the given MSC specification. In Figure 1,
there are seven tasks in the specification and all events
have seven dimensional time stamps.

� Rule 2 : Inheritance Rule
Basically, the time stamp of each event is inherited
from that of the preceding event. This rule depends on
whether events are located on a coregion or not. Let
Tij denote the time stamp attached to the j-th event of
task pi.

– Rule 2-1 : Normal Inheritance
Whenever the j-th and the (j+1)-th events are not
in a coregion, Tij+1 = Tij + i-th unit vector. In
other words, each event not included in a coregion
inherits its time stamp from that of the event just
preceding with one increment of the i-th column.

– Rule 2-2 : Coregion Inheritance
Let j+1-th, : : :,m-th events of the task pi are in a
coregion. If event j is the latest event which is not
on the coregion, then for 8x 2 fj + 1; : : : ;mg,
Tix = Tij + i-th unit vector. That is, all events
in a coregion have the same time stamp inher-
ited from that of the event preceding coregion
with one increment of the i-th column. Con-
sider the coregion in the trunk task of Figure 1.
Two sending events trunk-send(free tone) and
trunk-send(ringing) have the same time stamp
(3,8,0,3,6,3,0) which is inherited from the trunk-
recv(accepted) event.

� Rule 3 : Communication Rule
Whenever two tasks communicate with each other,
there is an implicit precedence relationship.

– Rule 3-1 : Sending Rule
If the j-th event of task pi is a sending event, the
time stamp Tij is carried to the receiver task after
applying Rule 2.

– Rule 3-2 : Receiving Rule
If the n-th event of task pm is a receiving event,
Tmn takes the pairwise maximum between its
own time stamp evaluated by Rule 2 and the time
stamp carried from the sending event.

For example, let’s
consider the time stamp (2,6,0,3,2,0,0) of the caller-
recv(dialing tone) event. This is computed by PAIR-
WISE MAXf(2,0,0,0,0,0,0),(1,6,0,3,2,0,0)g in Fig-
ure 1, where the time stamp (2,0,0,0,0,0,0) is inherited



from the caller-send(off hook) while (1,6,0,3,2,0,0) is
carried from the line a-send(dialing tone).

We have to provide a rule for covering situations where
MSCs have conditions. MSCs can specify system states
using conditions. A condition either describes a system
state referring to two or more tasks in the MSC, the so-
called shared condition, or a state referring to only one
task, the so-called local condition. In fact, we can use
shared conditions for synchronizing tasks. This allows us
to interpret conditions as synchronous events. Fortunately,
Fidge already defined a rule for synchronizing events. Based
on this consideration, the following rule is for dealing with
shared conditions.

� Rule 4 : Shared Condition Rule
All tasks (pj ; � � � ; pl) sharing a condition maxi-
mize their time stamps using every other involved
task. That is, for 8x 2 fj; : : : ; lg, Txc = PAIR-
WISE MAXfTj ; � � � ; Tlg, where Txc is the time
stamp of the shared condition event. For ex-
ample, the shared condition conversation has a
time stamp (5,11,2,4,8,4,4) which is calculated by
PAIRWISE MAXf(5,10,0,3,6,3,0), (3,11,0,3,6,3,0),
(1,2,2,0,0,0,0), (1,3,0,4,0,0,0), (3,8,0,3,8,3,3),
(3,8,0,3,4,4,0), (3,8,0,3,6,3,4)g.

MSCs provide the means to specify task creation and
termination which are quite common within communication
systems. Process creation and termination might change the
number of tasks, which makes it difficult to determine the
size of time stamps. However, we can address this problem
by employing the “set of pairs” data structure. In this paper,
it is assumed that we can know the number of tasks a priori
for the sake of simplicity. Rule 5 is for task creation. We
do not provide a rule for task termination which could be
regarded as issuing just a stop event in the parent task. Thus,
we can address task termination using Rule 2.

� Rule 5 : Creation Rule
Whenever task pi creates task pj , pj takes the current
time from pi. That is, Tj = Ti.

Figure 1 includes the results of attaching vector time
stamps using these rules. After attaching the time stamp,
we can determine the precedence between two events by
comparing their time stamps according to the following rule.

� Comparison Rule
For two given events a and b included in the tasks
pi and pj , respectively, the happened-before relation
between them can be decided as follows:
a! b, Tia(i) � Tjb(i) ^ Tia(j) < Tjb(j)
where T(k) means the k-th column of the time stamp
T.

4.2. Test Driver Construction

Since the MUT is composed of a subset of tasks rather
than the whole set of tasks, a counterpart is needed to exe-
cute the MUT. For example, assume that we designate MUT
= falloc a, region, trunk, alloc bg in Figure 1. The coun-
terpart, called test driver, must send occupied and get trunk
messages to the MUT and then receive a return message
from it. The test driver stimulates the MUT by sending
messages to it and checks the responses of the MUT by re-
ceiving messages from it. Of course, the test driver must
send messages and check the received messages according
to the sequencing constraints given in the specification. Ba-
sically, the test driver is a state machine which reflects the
sequencing constraints of the given specification. The test
driver is constructed through the following three steps:

1. Configure a set of tasks that are supposed to be tested
into the MUT.

2. Eliminate events irrelevant to testing the MUT.

3. Make a test driver that accepts all possible interaction
sequences between the MUT and DRV.

Step 1 allows us to view the given MSC specification as
two interacting task groups: the MUT and the task group
DRV consisting of the tasks that are not included in the
MUT.

In Step 2, we eliminate events that are irrelevant to the in-
teraction behaviors occurring between the two task groups
MUT and DRV. In the present case, we aim at checking
whether the MUT conforms to its specification (represented
by MSCs), i.e, all interactions between the MUT and DRV
conform to the partial orders allowed by the specification.
Figure 2 shows the result of eliminating events irrelevant to
interactions between the MUT and DRV from the MSC spec-
ification in Figure 1 when MUT = falloc a, region,trunk,
alloc bg.

The purpose of the final step is to construct a test driver
that executes in concurrent along with the MUT to generate
test sequences that are required to test the MUT. The test
driver is constructed from the reduced MSC specification
using the procedure shown in Figure 3.

The procedure Construct State Machine takes two
inputs, a state S and a set of events E augmented with time
stamps, and produces a state machine to accept those syn-
chronization sequences that do not violate the sequencing
constraints on events in E. In this proceduere, we use a
local variable F to identify the events that enable transi-
tions leaving the state S. The set F can be obtained from
E by considering only events that have no predecessors
with respect to the precedence relations defined on events.
Note that we can determine the precedence relations be-
tween events in E because they are augmented with time
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Figure 2. A reduced MSC

1: Global Variable
2: state table : set of states each of which is annotated

with a set of events
3: Procedure Construct State Machine (S : state,

E : set of time stamped events)
4: Annotate the state S with E and put S into the state table;
5: Compute F � E where F = ff j 6 9e 2 E s.t. e! fg;
6: for each f 2 F
7: if 9 S’ 2 state table s.t. S’ is annotated with E-ffg then
8: make a link between S and S’;
9: attach f to the link;
10: else
11: create a new state S’;
12: make a link between S and S’;
13: attach f to the link;
14: if E-ffg 6= ; then
15: Construct State Machine(S’, E-ffg);
16: else
17: S’ is marked as a final state;
18: end if;
19: end if;
20: end for;
21:end;

Figure 3. Algorithm for Constructing Test
Driver

stamps. We can easily infer that there exists nondetermi-
nancy in the state S if F has more than one event. If there
is more than one event in F , for each event f in F , there
exists a transition (S; f; S0). We make the state S0 and link
S0 with S that has a transition augmented with f . The work
continues recursively with inputs S0 and E � ffg.

Figure 4 shows the test driver for the reduced MSC in
Figure 2 where MUT = falloc a, region, trunk, alloc bg.
This test driver is generated by calling the procedure Con-
struct State Machine with the argument S = initial state and
E = f19 events included in Figure 4 and their time stampsg.

4.3. Behavioral Conformance Testing

The test driver generally has a number of paths each of
which represents a synchronization sequence. For exam-
ple, the test driver shown in Figure 4 includes 144 paths.
Bahavioral conformance requires that at least one path of
the test driver be exercised by the MUT. Since we cannot
predict which paths will be implemented by the MUT, it is
not effective to execute paths of the test driver one-by-one
using the deterministic execution method.

In order to support the nondeterministic execution of
the MUT, the test driver must operate nondeterministically.
Consider the test driver in Figure 4. When the test driver
reaches the state F during execution, it must be able to
receive both connect l and free tone messages nondeter-
ministically. This kind of nondeterminacy between two
receive statements can be implemented using the selective
wait construct of the programming language such as the se-
lect statement of Ada. Similarly, the test driver must be able



 1: line_a-send(occupied)
 2: line_a-send(get_trunk)
 3: line_a-recv(return)
 4: line_a-recv(dialing_tone)
 5: line_a-send(digit)
 6: line_b-recv(connect_l)
 7: line_a-recv(free_tone)
 8: line_b-recv(ringing)
 9: line_b-send(off_hook)
10: caller-recv(tone_off)
11: line_b-recv(tone_off)
12: line_a-send(voice_in)
13: line_b-recv(voice_out)
14: line_b-send(on_hook)
15: line_a-send(on_hook)
16: line_a-recv(liberated)
17: line_b-recv(liberated)
18: line_a-send(unoccupied)
19: line_b-send(unoccupied)
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Figure 4. Test Driver for the reduced MSC specification

to send an off hook message and to receive a free tone mes-
sage in state J . We implement this kind of nondeterminacy
between a send statement and a receive statement using the
timed receive construct. If the free tone message is not re-
ceived during a pre-assigned time interval, the test driver
sends the off hook message. Finally, the test driver must
be able to send two different on hook messages in state S.
This kind of nondeterminacy between two send statements
is simulated by multiple executions. The test driver executes
line a-send(on hook) in state S in the first execution, while
it executes line b-send(on hook) in state S in the second
execution.

4.4. Nondeterminacy Conformance Testing

The nondeterminacy between the two events e1 and e2

is represented as two transitions leaving the same state in
the test driver where the transitions are annotated e1 and e2,
respectively. If nondeterminacy between e1 and e2 appears
to be obligatory, two transitions have to be exercised by
two different executions of the MUT. In those situations, we
adapt the deterministic testing technique in order to deter-
mine whether the MUT can exercise both transitions.

In the deterministic testing approach, additional codes,
so-called probes, are inserted into the source codes, library,
OS, etc. to control the execution of concurrent programs[2].
We insert probes into the MUT rather than the library and
OS, since modifying source codes is relatively easier to au-
tomate. In constrast to traditional deterministic execution
methods that insert probes into almost every synchroniza-
tion point, we insert probes only into oligatory nondetermi-
nacy points. For example, if the nondeterminacy between
line b-recv(connect l) and the line a-recv(free tone) is obili-
gatory, probes are inserted only around the two MUT send
statements which send the connect l and the free tone mes-
sages,respectively.

The MUT is executed nondeterministically from the ini-
tial state to an obligatory nondeterminacy point. When
the MUT reaches the oligatory nondeterminacy point, the
probes intercept control from the MUT and force the ex-
ecution of the MUT to follow the sequence given in the
log file. The log file includes a sequence of task names that
designates the execution order of nondeterministic events.
Consider the obligatory nondeterminacy between the two
events line b-recv(connect l) and line a-recv(free tone). In
order to test this nondeterminacy, we execute the MUT
twice with different log files including falloc b;trunkg
and ftrunk;alloc bg, respectively. Thus, the alloc b task
sends the connect l message before the trunk task sends the
free tone message in the first execution, while the order is
reversed in the second execution. Of course, obligatory
nondeterminacy must be identified by the domain experts
because it is application dependent.

5. Experimental Results and Discussion

We have implemented a testing environment based on
the methodology presented in this paper. Using this test-
ing environment, we have generated test drivers and tested
CHILL programs for the phone conversation example with
a few different settings.

First, we examine the semantics of shared conditions that
we interpret as implicit synchronizations by the ordering rule
4. Figure 1 includes two shared conditions, conversation
and end conversation. Table 1 shows the test results with
different interpretations of the shared conditions. The num-
ber of paths(synchronization sequences) in the test driver
is correlated with the number of shared conditions in the
phone conversation example. This experiment implies that
synchronization among tasks plays an important role in re-
ducing the number of paths.



On the other hand, the behavioral conformance between
the CHILL programs and the specification is not affected
by the number of shared conditions. An interesting fact
is that when we ignore the shared conditions, the newly
created 114 paths are never exercised by nondeterministic
execution. This means that it is reasonable to interpret the
shared conditions as implicit synchronizations.

Table 1. Semantics of Shared Conditions

No. of shared conditions 0 1 2

No. of paths 258 240 144
Behavioral Conformance Pass Pass Pass

Two lessons may be learned from the test experiments.
First, the order of two events does not always meet the se-
quencing constraints although the MUT works according to
MSC specifications. Consider the two messages return and
dialing tone in Figure 1. Two messages are receivedsequen-
tially by the task line a and the test driver in Figure 4 also
receives them sequentially. However, region-send(return)
and trunk-send(dialing tone) are concurrent events in the
MUT. The MUT may send the dialing tone message in first
but the test driver does not accept this scenario. The fol-
lowing statement has to be inserted between the fifth line
and the sixth line of the algorithm in Figure 3 to accom-
modate these situations. In this statement, the sender(e)
means the counter event of the receiving event e. As an ex-
ample, sender(line a-recv(return)) means the sending event
region-send(return).

5 1:F = F [ F’ where F’ = ff’ j 9f 2 F s.t. f ! f 0, f and f’
are receiving events, and
sender(f) k sender(f’)g;

Since we support the module level testing, information
acquired from the testing of a module can be used to test
another module. For example, consider again the situation
described above. While testing the MUT = falloc a, region,
trunk, alloc bg, it is learned that the two messages return and
dialing tone are sent concurrently. When we test the task
line a, we can use this fact and check whether the line a
can receive these concurrent messages. Similarly, informa-
tion from nondeterminacy conformance testing of a module
may affect the testing of the other modules. Whenever two
nondeterministic events are implemented sequentially in a
module, we have to confirm that the other modules agree
with this implementation.

6. Related Works

Recently, specification-based testing of concurrent pro-
grams has been widely studied in various directions. Con-

formance testing initiated from the protocol testing area tries
to show that an implementation has the same states and
transitions as its specifications[1, 3]. Since communication
protocols have a reactive nature, specifications are gener-
ally written in such state machine-like models as Estelle,
LOTOS, and SDL. Although most existing protocols are
not completely specified, traditional conformance testing
techniques are mainly based on the complete specification
assumption[3]. Moreover, conformance testing techniques
require fault models that identify the types of typical faults
in protocol implementations.

One important concern in concurrent program testing is
to determine whether the system behaves correctly. In [6],
the use of a graphical interval logic(GIL) was presented in
specifying and verifying temporal properties of concurrent
programs. Specifications in GIL describe temporal prop-
erties which every state sequence exercised during an ex-
ecution of a program has to satisfy. In order to determine
whether the properties specified in a GIL formula are satis-
fied, a test oracle is built by constructing an FSM that accepts
precisely those state sequences satisfying the formula. This
approach supports run-time monitoring and debugging in
such a way that the traces are checked as they are generated
and a violation of a specification is reported as early in a
trace as possible. In order to obtain the traces exercised
during an execution of a concurrent program, nondetermin-
istic testing is employed by manually instrumenting the Ada
source program.

The primary concern of test oracle approaches is to verify
a set of execution traces against a given specification. Con-
sequently, little attention has been paid as to how to generate
test sequences. In contrast, the approach described in this
paper focuses on the automatic generation of test sequences.
Test sequences are generated in such a manner that they sat-
isfy sequencing constraints. Sequencing constraints derived
from specifications are also used as an oracle to determine
that an MUT behaves as expected even though it does not
support reasoning about the properties of programs to the
same degree as GIL.

There are two approaches in testing concurrent programs
with sequencing constraints extracted from specifications:
constraints-oriented approach and trace-oriented approach.
In the constraints-oriented approach, test criteria is defined
upon the coverage of individual constraint[4]. An individual
constraint (a; b) is said to be covered by an execution of P if
both of the events occur during the execution and a happens
before b. Similarly, an execution of P violates a constraint
(a; b) if b precedes a during the execution.

Nondeterministic testing of P can cover constraint
a !M b if at least one of the collected event sequences
has s as its subsequence such that s preserves the order
specified by a !M b. As an example, event sequence
(e1; e2; e3; e4; e5) covers e3 !M e5 because one of its sub-



sequences, e.g., (e3; e4; e5), preserves the specified prece-
dence relation. Nondeterministic testing, however, does not
exercise all feasible execution sequences. Furthermore, we
cannot show the infeasibility of the given event sequences
using nondeterministic testing[4]. It was pointed out that
deterministic testing may complement the weak sides of
nondeterministic one[4]. In fact, we can perform determin-
istic testing to show the coverage of a!M b as well as the
infeasibility of the given event sequences.

Although constraints-oriented approach is useful in in-
vestigating the sequencing sequence one by one, it does
not guarantee the conformance between specifications and
programs. Moreover, the constraints-oriented approach as-
sumes the completeness of specifications in the sense that all
valid sequences can be induced from a given specification.

Trace-oriented approach including our method suggested
in this paper tries to ensure the conformance between speci-
fications and programs in the viewpoints of execution traces
rather than individual constraints. This approach may ac-
commodate various conformance relations between specifi-
cations and programs as described in earlier section. Most
of prior works on trace-oriented testing methods are concen-
trated on the equivalence conformance relations[1, 3, 5, 9].
Testing techniques based on this relation try to show the
equivalence relations between specifications and programs
by assuring that all valid sequences are feasible as well as
all feasible sequences are valid.

7. Concluding Remarks

The work reported in this paper has been motivated by
the need of black-box testing of CHILL program modules
which constitute telecommunications software. This re-
quired a testing technique using partial and nondeterminis-
tic specifications, in the present case, MSC specifications.
Such requirements can be satisfied in part by investigating
whether the module conforms to the sequencing constraints
represented in its specifications.

Since the specifications under consideration are supposed
to be partial and nondeterministic, we proposed two confor-
mance relations by composing two basic relations, exten-
sion and reduction. The behavioral conformance relation
requires the module to implement at least one synchroniza-
tion sequence for each unique behavior described in an MSC
specification and the nondeterminacy conformance relation
requires that obligatory nondeterminacy must be preserved
in implementations.

More experiments are planned to ensure the applicabil-
ity of our methods to large-scale software. In addition,
we are planning to do specification-based regression test-
ing of a concurrent program after changes to specifications
are made. In specification-based regression testing of a
concurrent program, changes to specifications require us

to create new sequencing constraints from scratch, which
can be expensive in terms of both human and machine ef-
fort. One approach to reducing the cost of regression testing
is to reuse as many sequencing constraints obtained from
previous testing as possible. This approach, called incre-
mental regression testing, can avoid the costly construction
of new sequencing constraints. For effective incremental
regression testing, we have to identify which sequencing
constraints have been affected by the modification.
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